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Abstraet：Study on the dynamic response，and especially the nonlinear dynamic response of stiffened

plates is complicated by their discontinuity and inhomogeneity．The finite element method(FEM)and

the finite strip method are usually adopted in their analysis．Although many useful conclusions have been

obtained，the computational cost is enormous．Based on some assumptions．the dynamic plastic response

of clamped stiffened plates with large deflections was theoretically investigated herein by a singly

symmetric beam model．Firstly,the deflection conditions that a plastic string must satis～were obtained

by the linearized moment—axial force interaction curve for singly symmetric cross sections and the

associated plastic flow rule．Secondly,the possible motion mechanisms of the beam under different load

intensity were analysed in detail．For structures with plastic deformations．a simplified method was then

given that the arbitrary impact load can be replaced equivalently by a rectangular pulse．Finally,to

confirm the validity of the proposed method，the dynamic plastic response of a one—way stiffened plate

with four fully clamped edges was calculated．The theoretical results were in good agreement with those

of FEM．It indicates that the present calculation model is easy and feasible．and the equivalent

substitution of load almost has no influence on the final deflection．
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1 Introduction

Stiffened plates have wide applications in civil

engineering，aerospace and marine structures．The

investigation on the dynamic inelastic response of

stiffened plates under high intensity pulse has received

much attention of many engineers and scholars．

Houlston et a1．[1-2]analyzed the dynamic response of

Adina and the finite strip method．Olson[3]

summarized the efficient model of blast 10aded

stiffened plate and cylindrical shell structures，and

satisfactory results were obtained by calculating some

examples with different models．In China，the

dynamic plastic responses of fully clamped square

stiffened plates and a stiffened plate construction with

one longitudinal stiffener and many equally spaced

transverse stiffeners subjected to blast loading were

analyzed by Liu et a1．[4。5]using the principle of virtual

work and the rigid—perfectly plastic constitutive

mode】．

The dynamic plastic response of clamped stiffened

plates with large deflection subjected to high intensity
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pulse is studied theoretically with a beam model that

has a singly symmetric cross section in this paper．

2 Theoretical model and mechanisms

of deformation

Fig．1 Stiffened plate subjected to uniformly distributed

pressure pulse

A stiffened plate spanning a distance of 2L with

uniform stiffener spacing d is considered(Fig．1)．
The longitudinal edges of the stiffened plate are fully

clamped．The plate is subjected to a suddenly applied，
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uniformly distributed lpad p(力．Such a beam model

with singly symmetric cross section iS used to replace

the stiffened plate in theoretical analysis that one—half

of the distance to each neighboring stifiener iS taken

as the effective breadth，and the uniformly distributed

pressure pulse applies through the beam’S axis of

symmetry,as shown in Fig．2(a)．

The present study is based on the following

assumptions：

1)The plate and stiffeners are made of isotropic，

rigid—perfectly plastic material，neglecting the effects

of elasticity and strain rate．

2、Shear deformation and rotary inertia effects are

ignored．

3、The effect of axial force on yield condition must be

taken into account for the finite deflection analysis of

the beam with axial constraints at both ends．

The motion of a clamped beam subj ected to

uniformly distributed pressure pulse iS assumed to

proceed under the following three different

mechanisms depending on the impact load intensity

and the beam deflection：

1、The deflected shape of the beam consists of

stationary plastic hinges locating at the supports and

the mid-span with two rigid connecting pieces．This

deformation mechanism is referred to as the mid—span

hinge mechanism，as shown in Fig．2(b)．

21 The deflected shape of the beam consists of

stationary plastic hinges locating at the supports and

two traveling plastic hinges at some distance坦力to
either side of the mid—span，as shown in Fig．2(c)．The

hinges located inside the beam span will move

towards or outwards the centre as the motion proceeds

depending on the change of pressure pulse．This mode

of response is referred to as the traveling hinge

mechanism．

31 As the motion continues and the deflection increases．

the axial force in the beam increases but the bending

moment resistance decreasesj晒en the entire beam

section yields in tension．the beam has no stiffness to

resist moments．Then the beam responds as a plastic

string with a constant tension．This mechanism is thus

referred to as the string mode(Fig．2(d))．

q(f)
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(a)Beam model

函-3：

(b)Beam mechanism 1

(c)Beam mechanism 2
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c hinges

(d)String mode

Fig．2 Beam model and mechanisms of deformation

3 The bending moment-axial force

interaction relation

In the dynamic plastic response analysis of the axially

constrained beams with large deflection．the axial

force can’t be ignored with the extension of centroidal

axis when the deflection reaches the magnitude of the

beam height．The effect of axial force On yield

condition must be taken into account，SO the bending

moment．axial force interaction relation should be used

in the analysis．

Fig．3 Cross section of a singly symmetric I-beam

The interaction relation between axial force N and

bending moment M for singly symmetric cross

sections should be determined by the given cross

section if the neutral axis doesn’t parallel the

symmetric axis．For the singly symmetric I．beam

section shown in Fig．3。the bending moment．axial
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force interaction curve[61 is shown in Fig．4(a)．It’S very

dimcult to utilize the interaction curve due to its

nonlinearity,SO the linearized curve by an inner

polygon is used to simplify the calculation，as shown

in Fig．4(b)．
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(b)Linearized interaction curves

Fig．4 Interaction curves for a singly symmetric I-beam

Suppose that axial force is positive in tension and

bending moment iS positive if the outer fiber of the

flange iS in tension．The ultimate axial force iS N．If

there’S no axial force in the cross section．the ultimate

bending moment will be必．The plastic neutral

axis(PNA、will offset from the initial position if

there’re both bending moment and axial force in the

CROSS section．As the neutral axis coincides with the

centroidal axis，the ultimate moment M0 occurs at the

supports，resulting in an axial force of magnitude帆．
By the principle of virtual work，the static ultimate

10ad qn iS obtained as

go=
r， f1+2)L2’

(1)
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where the subscripts x and L denote variables at the

traveling hinges@=均and the support hinges

@=士￡)，respectively．

The plastic hinges formed by bending moment and

axial force are defined as the generalized plastic

hinges．There’re both extensional strain rate and

curvature strain rate at the generalized plastic hinges．

The plastic deformation vector(M垂，Ms0)of a hinge

must be outwardly normal to the yield curve at the

considered stress state according to the associated

plastic flow rule．Because of the kinematic constraints，

stress states can only exist at points of slope

discontinuity of the approximate yield curve，for at

these points the deformation ratios can lie within a

range of values，as indicated in Fig．4(b)．Immediately
at the onset of finite displacements，the stress states

will correspond to points B and B’at the traveling and

support hinges，respectively,and the hinge mechanism

response occurs[7
J when

0≤W≤形， (2)

where形．：—二!坚L-is the occurred critical
5

N(1一五2)

displacement of a plastic string．For displacement

outside this range，the stress states jump

instantaneously to point C，and then the moment

resistance iS reduced to zero and the beam behaves as

a plastic string under constant tension．

4 Governing equations of motion

Only one half of the beam IS considered because of lts

symmetry．By the principle of angular momentum，the

equation for dynamic equilibrium of the beam is

詈r历谛犯一x)出=j1 g(f)∥一(峨一帆+¨形)，
(3)

where而is the mass per unit length of the beam．

With no special indication，a triangular impact load is

taken in this paper as

∞，书×1叫∽√。瑟裂；
4．1 Beam mechanism 1：for relatively low pulse

qo<q(O)<3qo
The velocity field and the acceleration field for

mechanism 1 are 
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伽(x，f)=矿(f)(1一Zx)，(o≤x≤三)，

谚(x，f)=矿(硼一Zx)，(o≤z≤三)

1)The first phase．During this phase of motion，the

entire beam is divided into two rigid pieces by the

stationary plastic hinges locating at the mid-span and

supports，and each rigid piece rotates round the

corresponding support，Substituting Eqs．(4)～(5)for

Eq．(3)，and integrating it，the equation of motion for

mechanism 1 is simplified as

矿(，)+七z形(，)+i3[型f+g。一g(o)]=o，(7)
Zm t。

where七2：—32N。s．

The solution to Eq．(7)is

W(t)=Ax coskt+4 sinkt+bot+bl， (8)

where％=一芴3q(瓦0)，6l=嘉[柙)_90]．The
coefficients 4 and鸣are determined by the initial

conditions形(O)，形(0)．The motion of the beam in

this phase continues until one of the following situations

a、The load is removed at t=td and the unloaded phase

begins；

b)The mid·span displacement reaches职at户珞，and
then the motion of the beam transforms into string

mode from the hinge mechanism．

The string mode analysis is given in Section 4．3．Case

a)will be treated in the following

2)The second phase．During this phase of motion，the

beam is unloaded and the governing equation of

motion(Eq．(7))is

矿(f)+尼2矿(f)+誓：o． (9)
Zm

Similarly,the mid—span displacement in this phase is

obtained by Eq．(9)．The beam in the second phase

continues to move until

a)The beam becomes still at f2够

b)The mid—span displacement reaches瞧at f=磊．

Case a)represents a terminal situation with permanent

deformation of the beam．The time tl at which the

beam becomes still can be determined by W(t，)=0，

and then the final deflection of the mid—span is

obtained．

4．2 Beam mechanism 2：

The velocity field and

mechanism 2 are

for high pulse q(O)>3qo
the acceleration field for

坝五。2∽[尚]棚小斛．
(10)

f矿o)， o≤x≤彳(f)；

诹∥卜ff'(t)-}_X(t)VV(t)][尚㈣№虬‘
Substituting Eq．(1 0)for Eq．(3)，and integrating it，the

equation of motion for mechanism 2 is simplified as

争而矿(三+2X)+而腑]_g(f)(三+x)一

击(≯+旯M吼 (12)

The mid—span segment 0<_<_x<_X will remain flat，and the

equation of motion is

w(t)=g(f)／而． (13)

Utilizing Eq．(13)，the equation of motion[Eq．(12)]is
rewritten as

昙[矿∞一x)z]__3q0L2+皇翟I形． (14)
c)f m m

1)The first phase．During this phase，the traveling

hinges will move toward the mid—span，and the outer

rigid segments of the beam will increase gradually

with the load decreasing for the triangular pulse．

Under the initial conditions w(0)=w(o)=0，the

mid—span velocity and displacement can be obtained

by integrating Eq．(13)．Substituting them for Eq．(14)，
and integrating it，then the traveling hinge position in

the first phase iS

x(f)=三{1

(15)

、●●●●●●●●●●●●●、，●●●●●●●●●●●J
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The motion of the beam in this phase continues until

小The load is removed at t=td and the unloaded phase

begins；

b)The traveling hinges on both sides of the mid—span

overlap into a single hinge at the centre of the beam at

t=tc．Thereafter the second phase of motion ensues and

the beam deforms in accordance with mechanism 1；

c)The mid—span displacement reaches职at户岛，and

the string response begins．

Only case a)will be studied in the following to

shorten the length of this paper．

2)The second phase．During this phase of motion，the

beam is unloaded and the traveling hinges continue to

move toward the mid—span．Within the flat central

segment 09甄the shear at蛸must be zero with

g(力=0，and then the governing equation of motion

(Eq．(1 3))becomes

形(f)=o，o≤x≤x(f)． (16)

The flat central segment moves with a constant

velocity according to Eq．(1 6)．Integrating it，and

making use of the initial conditions W(td)，w(td)，

the mid—span velocity and displacement in the second

phase can be easily obtained．The initial traveling

hinge position朋td)in this phase is obtained from

Eq．(15)．Integrating Eq．(14)from td to f，the traveling

hinge position in the second phase can be given as

黔H旷川]2+奇焉+筹≯一
2AN,乙](f—td)+．3ANs(t2一圬))％． (17)

The motion of the beam in the second phase will

continue until

a、The width of the flat central segment continues to

shorten until f=如，the traveling hinges overlap into a

single hinge at the beam centre．Thereafter the third

phase of motion ensues and the beam deforms in

accordance with mechanism 1：

b)The mid—span displacement reaches瞩at f2去，and

the string response begins．

Case a)will be treated in the following

3)The third phase．During this phase of motion，the

beam is unloaded and deformed by mechanism 1．The

J．Marine．Sci．Appl．(2008)7：82-90

time tc can be determined by Eq．(17)with X(tc)=0．

The method of analysis for the third phase is similar to

Section 4．1．The motion of the beam in the third phase

continues until

a)The beam becomes still at户班

b)The mid—span displacement reaches职at户岛．

4．3 String mode：for the mid-span displacement

脸聪
Whether the string mode occurs does not depend on

the overlap of the traveling hinges，but on the

deflection of the beam． When the mid—span

displacement reaches职at户玉，the motion of the

beam transforms into string mode from the hinge

mechanism．The deformed beam profile in plastic

string mode can be represented by

w(列)=眦)cos爰． (18)

The mid—span displacement W and the kinetic energy

of the beam at time，，are held constant through the

sudden change in the deformation mode【／1．Denoting

the mid—span velocity at an instant before t=ts as

w(6)and at an instant after as w(t2)，for beam

mechanism 2．the relation between them is given by

equating the kinetic energy through the transition asv／(t沪嘶)弹， (19)

and for beam mechanism 1，the relation between

矿(C)and形(‘)can be obtained from Eq．(1 9)with

x(6)=0 as the beam changes its deformation mode

attime岛．

1)Loaded string mode．In this case，the beam

responds as a plastic string until the load is removed at

time td．The equation of motion for the loaded string is

历警一M窘删．(20)
Under the boundary conditions w(虬，0=0，the
displacement field of the beam can be represented by

a Fourierseries as w(列)=芝呢(f)c。s等，and
n=l，3w5 ‘L

the load q(t)is also represented by the same mode

shape function with w(x，力．By substituting w(x，力and

g(力for Eq．(20)，and taking only the first term，a
simple equation of motion is obtained as
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w(t，+貉一等”≯Ⅲ，

By introducing扩=貉,the solution to Eq．(21)is

similar to that of Eq．(7)．

2)Unloaded string phase．

also responds as a plastic

The equation of motion

string is

During this phase，the beam

string until it becomes still．

[Eq．(2 1)]for the unloaded

w(t)+k'2W(t)=0 (22)

The mid—span displacement during this phase can be

easily obtained by Eq．(22)．The time tl at which the

beam becomes still is also determined by W(ts)=0，

and then the final deflection of the mid—span is

obtained．

5 Equivalent substitution of an

arbitrary impact load

It’S often not realizable to know all details of arbitrary

impact loads exactly in many actual engineering

problems，and the analysis and calculation of them are

still very di伍cult．So it becomes very important for US

to find a simplified method that can replace the

arbitrary impact loads equivalently．Based on the

rigid—perfectly plastic model，Youngdahl has given a

set of parameters that may be used tO calculate the

final plastic deformation without the effects of the

pulse shape■as shown in Fig．5．The equivalent total

impulse is defined as

k=f：r p(t)dt，

(a)Definition ofpefr and tmean

(23)

p(f)

p。“

O
2t一

，

(b)Equivalent rectangular pulse

Fig．5 Youngdahl’S parameters for an arbitrary impact load

where to and ts are the time when

deformation commences and terminates

The equivalent pulse is then defined as

P。fr=Ieff／2tm。。。，

87

the plastic

respectively．

where tmean corresponds to the centroid position

effective impact load，and it is given by

kan一毒C(㈠㈣∽

(24)

ofthe

(25)

In Eq．(23)and Eq．(25)，to is taken as the time when

the impact 10ad firstly reaches the plastic ultimate 10ad

P0．The terminative time知of plastic deformation iS

difficult to be ascertained before solving the structural

response， and then it may be determined
approximately by

6 Examples

tff≈Po(tf—to)． (26)

The stiffened plate with four fully clamped edges in

Ref．[7]is adopted to confirm the study in this paper,as

shown in Fig．6．The geometry of the stiffened plate iS

indicated in Fig．6．The material parameters are as

follows：elastic modulus E=2．07x 1 O“Pa．Poisson’S

ratio v=0．3，mass density p=7．845×10’kg／m3．static

yield stress良=3 l 0 MPa and effective dynamic yield

stress∞=372 MPa．Strain rate effects are ignored in

theoretical analysis，but the dynamic yield stress value

iS also used herein for comparison purpose．Two

triangular impact loads with duration td=3 ms and

initialload intensity pf0)are considered．For the first

pulse considered，p(0)=1．1 85 MPa，and for the second，

p(0)22．37 MPa，as shown in Fig．7(a)．The equivalent

rectangular pulses with duration t'd=2 ms and constant

intensity pm=O．889 MPa and P。=1．779 MPa，

respectively,are shown in Fig．7(b)．
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Fig．6 Geometric configuration of stiffened plate

p(t)

p(O)

p。

O

O

Ca)Triangular impact load

(b)Equivalent impact load

Fig．7 Impact loads

Besides theoretical calculations，the response of

stiffened plate to these pulses is calculated by the

FEM software Ansys using the beam model and by the

FEM software Abaqus／Explicit using the whole

stiffened plate model．The rigid—perfectly plastic

material model iS adopted in theoretical analysis．but

the effects of elasticity are considered in FEM

calculations．The theoretical and FEM results are

compared herein．The mid—span displacement职O
and the traveling hinge position坦力under triangular

impact loads are plotted in Figs．8-9，respectively．
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Fig．8 Mid—span displacement response of the stiffened plate

under triangular impact loads
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Fig．9 Positions of the traveling hinges under triangular

impact loads

The theoretical and FEM results are in good agreement

as seen from Fig．&which shows that the basic

assumptions and approximations for simplifying

calculations are reasonable and the beam model in

theoretical analysis iS adoptable．It should be indicated

that owing to the presence of elasticity,the stiffened

plate does not become still but oscillates about some

average value when the mid—span displacement reaches

the maximum value in FEM calculations．Fig．8 also

shows that the final displacement of the triangular pulse

with矽(O)=1．1 85 MPa iS less than that required for

string response．However,larger displacement is

induced and a significant amount of string response

occurs for the pulse with p(0)=2．37 MPa．

It can be seen from Fig．9 that for the triangular pulse

with initial intensity p(O)=1．1 85 MPa，the two

traveling hinges have overlapped into a single hinge at

the beam centre before the load is removed．However,

for the pulse with initial intensity p(0)=2．3 7 MPa，the

two traveling hinges continue to move towards the

beam centre after the load iS removed until the beam
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deflection becomes sufficiently large to initiate the

string mode，but they still haven’t met．

To confirm the validity of equivalent substitution，the

mid．span displacement暇0 and the traveling hinge

position坝D under triangular impact loads and

equivalent rectangular pulses are plotted in Figs．1 0～1 1，

respectively．

0 2 4 6 8 10

250

2掰)

嚣150

泣100

50

(a)Theoretical results

0 2 4 6

t／ms

(b)Results ofAnsys

lO

0 2 4 6 8 10

(c)Results ofAbaqus／Explicit

Fig．1 0 Mid-span displacement responses

In theoretical and FEM calculations，the responses

under equivalent rectangular pulses and triangular

impact loads are in very close agreement，with the

equivalent rectangular pulse prediction slightly higher

than the triangular pulse’s，that is to say,the

equivalent substitution of impact loads almost has no

influence on the mid—span displacement，as shown in

Figs．1 0(a)-(c)．Therefore，the equivalent substitution

method of arbitrary impact loads can be used to

simplify the calculation if we only want to know the

structural displacement responses．

Fig．1 1 Positions of the traveling hinges

The positions of the traveling hinges are changed

obviously if triangular impact loads are replaced by

rectangular pulses equivalently,as seen in Fig．1 1．

For equivalent rectangular pulses，the two traveling

hinges continue to move towards the beam centre

after the 10ads are removed．They will overlap into a

single hinge at some time for the pulse of intensity

pm=0．889 MPa．However,they still haven’t met as

the beam deflection becomes sumciently large to

initiate the string mode for the pulse of intensity

Pm=1．779 MPa．The beam undergoes the same

mechanisms of motion for the equivalent rectangular

pulse with intensity P。=1．779 MPa and the triangular

pulse with initial intensityp(0)=2．37 MPa．

7 Conclusions

The dynamic plastic response of clamped stiffened

plates with large deflection subjected to high intensity

pulse is studied theoretically by a beam model with

singly symmetric cross section in this paper．For

comparison purpose，the one—way stiffened plate with

four fully clamped edges in Ref．[7】is used to

calculate the response．It indicates that the theoretical

results are in good agreement with those from FEM

and Ref．[7]，and then the reasonability of some basic

assumptions．approximations and the beam modelin

基譬、吣
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theoretical analysis is confirmed．Moreover，for plastic

deformation structures，replacing arbitrary impact

loads by equivalent rectangular pulses almost has no

influence on the final deflection．
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